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1. Introduction
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the second most prevalent type of cancer in Europe. Early detection and removal of CRC or its precursor lesions by population screening can reduce mortality.[1]
An increasingly popular screening test for colorectal cancer is computed tomographic (CT) colonography, also called virtual colonoscopy (VC). It is a powerful technique for population screening of asymptomatic adults. It has potential advantages over conventional colonoscopy (CC) as it is less invasive, less time-consuming and less expensive. Moreover, no sedation is needed.[2] Its main disadvantages to CC are the exposure of individuals to ionizing radiation and the lack of ability to take tissue samples or to remove polyps during the procedure.[2-6]
CT colonography was first described in 1994 as a radiographic technique in which thin-section images of pneumocolon could be reconstructed by sophisticated software into high-resolution 2D- and 3D images.[7,8] Over time, improvements in hardware and software have allowed faster scanning, reduced exposure to radiation, and better imaging. Newer modes of imaging (called fly-through) can produce results that resemble endoscopic images and permit sophisticated characterization of detected lesions.[7,9-11]
The ability of VC to detect colorectal polyps has been tested in a multitude of studies. VC appeared to be promising in high risk populations, with a reported sensitivity greater than 90% for polyps ≥10 mm. [12-14] To achieve such results, adequate bowel cleaning or fecal tagging and reader experience are essential.
This chapter summarizes the main indications, the current techniques in patient preparation, data acquisition and data analysis as well as imaging features for common benign and malignant colorectal lesions.

2. Indications
CT colonography is used to examine the colon and rectum, and detect abnormalities such as polyps and cancer. There are several clinical indications for CT colonography. They include evaluation of the colon after an incomplete or unsuccessful CC examination and evaluation of the colon proximal to an obstructing neoplasm.[2,15-19] An incomplete CC examination is defined as a failure to intubate the caecum. Incomplete CC may be the result of poor bowel
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preparation, redundant colon, and patient intolerance to the procedure, spasm, or colonic obstruction caused by a neoplastic or non-neoplastic stenosis. The CT colonography examination can be performed on the same day directly after CC and without additional bowel preparation.[2,20] In cases of an obstructing cancer (Figure 1), CT colonography offers information about the pre-stenotic colon, local tumor invasion, lymph nodes, and distant metastases.[2,21-23] In this case, IV contrast is helpful to enable a complete stating of the patient.[2,19]

Fig. 1. Incomplete colonoscopy because of a stenotic cancer of the rectum. (A) 2D sagittal CT colonographic image shows circular wall thickening in the rectum (arrowheads). (B) 3D CT colonographic image shows an irregular, circular, stenotic filling defect.

Another indication for CT colonography is the evaluation of patients with contraindications to CC or who refuse other screening options.[2,3] This includes patients in need of anticoagulation, past history of difficult or incomplete colonoscopy, and patients who cannot be sedated due to medical conditions. Furthermore, in cases of advanced patient age, and in frail or immobile patients, CT colonography can be safely performed to exclude neoplastic or stenotic conditions.[2,3,24,25] At chronic stages of inflammatory bowel disease, CT colonography can provide information on the extent of disease and about stenosis and prestenotic regions, as well as the extracolonic extent and complications of the disease.[2,26-29].

3. Contraindications

Contraindications to CT colonography include acute abdominal pain, recent abdominal or pelvic surgery, abdominal wall hernia with entrapment of colonic loops, and acute inflammatory conditions, such as acute diverticulitis, acute active stage of ulcerative colitis or Crohn’s disease, and toxic megacolon. In these conditions, insufflations of the colon can lead to perforation and widespread peritonitis.[2,30-32]. In addition, weight and girth limitations of the scanner, artifacts from metal prosthesis, pregnancy, and patients with claustrophobia are general CT contraindications.[2]
4. CT colonography technique

4.1 Patient preparation

For optimal image quality, the colon should be clean, dry, and completely distended. Residual stool and fluid may lead to a false-negative or false positive diagnosis. A well-prepared colon will facilitate lesion detection and minimize false-positive findings, whereas residual matter in the lumen (e.g., stool, fluid) may stimulate or obscure colonic lesions.\[2,12\]

There are three commercially available bowel preparations; these include cathartics such as magnesium citrate (LoSo Preparation, EZ-Em Inc, Westbury, NY, USA) and phosphosoda (Fleet Pharmaceuticals, Lynchburg, VA, USA) and colonic lavage solutions such as polyethylene glycol (PEG). Magnesium citrate and phosphosoda are adequate for CT colonography.\[2\] The polyethylene glycol preparation frequently leaves a large amount of residual fluid in the colon.\[3,33\] While this preparation is adequate for CC, large amounts of residual fluid will limit CT colonography. At CC, residual fluid can be endoscopically aspirated from the colon. With CT colonography, the examination is typically limited to only two acquisitions (which are supine and prone). While supine and prone imaging allow for fluid redistribution, this does not ensure full mucosal evaluation if a large amount of fluid is present. Thus, for CT colonography, the preparation that provides the least amount of residual fluid will theoretically allow the evaluation of the entire mucosal surface.\[2,3\]

Phosphosoda is contraindicated in patients with known renal failure, preexisting electrolyte abnormalities, congestive heart failure, ascites, or ileus. \[2,34\] In these circumstances, PEG can be used as an alternative, as it does not result in fluid shifts and electrolyte imbalances. \[3,35\]

The Fleet Kit consists of a clear fluid diet the day before the examination, as well as a single 45-mL dose of phosphosoda and four bisacodyl tablets the day before the examination. In addition, patients receive a bisacodyl suppository the morning of the examination. The LoSo preparation consists of magnesium citrate and four bisacodyl tablets the day before the examination and a bisacodyl suppository the morning of the examination.\[3\]

The addition of oral contrast agents will tag residual stool or fluid (Figure 2). Oral contrast agents for stool and fluid tagging consist of meglumine diatrizoate (Gastrografin, Schering AG, Berlin, Germany) and a barium sulfate suspension (Tagitol, E-Z-EM, Lake Success, NY, USA).\[6\] The resulting higher attenuation of fecal and fluid residues simplifies their distinction from colonic abnormality. Whereas some authors prefer tagging with barium only, others have reported good results with iodine or a combination of both to achieve fecal and fluid tagging.\[2,36-38\]

4.2 Bowel distention

Optimal colonic distention is a fundamental prerequisite for CT colonography data evaluation that allows intraluminal evaluation of the large bowel. Underdistended or collapsed segments may hide intraluminal lesions.\[2\]

Immediately before data acquisition, the patient should evacuate any residual fluid from the rectum. For colonic insufflations, either room air or carbon dioxide (CO\(_2\)) can be used. The easiest and cheapest method is manual room air distention via a handheld plastic bulb insufflators. Proponents of CO\(_2\) use argue that its readily absorbance from the colon causes
less cramping after the procedure than does room air insufflations. [3,39] Bowel distention is performed in the left decubitus or supine position with a thin, flexible rubber catheter placed in the rectum (e.g., thin plastic or rubber 14F rectal tube, small gauge Foley catheter). [2,40] During the gas insufflation, gentle insufflation is continuous until the patient feels uncomfortable or bloated. Patients are encouraged to keep the gas (room air or CO\textsubscript{2}) in as much as possible. The patient is asked to let the technologist know when they begin to feel uncomfortable. Generally this signals that the colon is well distended. If the ileocecal section is incompetent, more gas will be required for optimal distention. [2,3]

Fig. 2. Fecal tagging with orally ingested barium: 2D sagittal CT colonographic image shows high attenuation of contrast marked fecal residuals and residual fluid (arrowheads), as well as a polyp in the ascending colon.

CO\textsubscript{2} can be administered either manually, over a standard enema bag filled with approximately 3L of gas (via a gas cylinder) attached to a rectal catheter over a connecting tube, or automatically, using a dedicated insufflations device (Protocol colon insufflations system, EZ-Em Inc., Wesbury, NY, USA). This device electronically controls the flow rate of CO\textsubscript{2}, the total administered gas volume, and the intracolonic pressure (which is limited up to a maximum of 25 mmHg). [2,41,42] This generally will take 2-4L of gas, depending on the patient’s individual colonic anatomy. [2]

After distention, the catheter is left in the rectum, and a single scout CT image is obtained with the patient in the supine position to verify adequate bowel distention (Figure 3). If adequate bowel distention is present, the CT examination is performed. Otherwise, additional gas is insufflated into the rectum, according to the scout image. Following the supine axial image acquisition, the patient is turned to the prone position. Several additional puffs of air are then administered, or CO\textsubscript{2} is continuously administered. After a second scout localizing image is obtained, the process is repeated over the same z-axis range. Supine and prone imaging doubles the radiation dose but is essential to allow optimal
bowel distention, redistribution of residual fluid, and differentiation of fecal material from polyps because visualization of mobility of a filling defect implies residual fecal material.[3] Before prone image acquisition, another scout scan is obtained with additional gaseous insufflation if needed.[2,3]

Fig. 3. (A) Supine scout CT image and (B) 2D transverse CT colonographic image show adequate distension of colonic segments, allowing diagnostic examination.

The i.v. administration of antispasmodic agents (buscopan, or glucagon) may improve colonic distention and reduce spasms. The general opinion is that IV spasmolytics should not be administered routinely, but can be used if patients experience pain, discomfort, or spasm.[2,4]

Bowel distention may lead to perforation of the bowel in rare cases. In most of the reported cases, perforation occurred in symptomatic patients with acute inflammatory or stenotic colons.[2,30-32]

4.3 Data acquisition
CT scanning is ideally performed on a multi-detector computed tomography (MDCT) scanner in both the supine and the prone positions with a thin collimation. MDCT has several technical advantages over single-detector CT, including faster imaging times, reduced exposure to radiation and acquisition of multiple thin sections with nearly isotropic voxels.[2,3,7,11,22,23,43-46] Moreover, motion artifacts from respiration and peristalsis are decreased or eliminated with MDCT.[3]

Thin sections are a prerequisite for high-quality multiplanar reformations (MPR) and 3D reconstructions. Near-isotropic imaging is already provided on a 4-row MDCT scanner with a detector configuration of 4 mm x 1 mm (minimal slice thickness of 1.25 mm), which allows scanning of abdomen during a 30-s breath-hold. With a 16-row or 64-row MDCT scanner, and a detector configuration of 16 mm x 0.75 mm or 64 mm x 0.6 mm, scanning is completed in 11-12 s or 6-7 s. Such datasets can be reconstructed as 1 mm sections overlapped every 0.7 mm.[2]

One of the major limitations of CT colonography is the relatively high radiation exposure, and thus, increasing attention has been focused on low-dose protocols. Because a thin collimation is necessary for CT colonography, dose reduction is widely achieved by
reducing the miliampere-seconds level. Generally useful exposure settings are 120kVp and 50-100mAs in the prone and in supine positions.[2] Use of automated dose modulation techniques that adapt mAs values to patient anatomy should always be used, if these techniques are available on the CT scanner.[2,47]

4.4 Data analysis
Image processing and interpretation is performed on a commercially available computer workstation equipped with dedicated CT colonography software. In addition to 2D axial and MPR in a cine mode, such systems provide an interactive, manual, mouse-driven, automated or semi-automated, virtual “fly-trough” of the surface- or volume-rendered 3D intraluminal images.[2]

There are two primary techniques for data interpretation: a primary 2D or a primary 3D approach (Figure 4). The combined use of both, 2D and 3D visualization techniques has been shown to be superior to the evaluation of single 3D or 2D views, with regard to sensitivity and specificity.[2,48,49]

Fig. 4. (A) 2D sagittal CT colonographic image and (B) 3D CT colonographic image show a normal smooth colonic wall.

With a primary 2D technique, the entire colon is evaluated by using the transverse source images. This is accomplished at a specialized workstation, and the colon is “tracked” from the rectum to the cecum by using the supine images. This is facilitated by cine scrolling of images through the entire colon. If an abnormality is detected; coronal, sagittal, and endoluminal reformatted images are used to help determine whether the abnormality is a polyp, fold, or fecal matter.[3] Primary 2D evaluation provides information about the attenuation of findings during the search process and is more time-efficient.[2,48,50]

Primary 3D evaluation is based on 3D virtual endoscopy in an antegrade and retrograde fashion. Primary 3D evaluation was shown to be sensitive for polyp detection because both, the conspicuity, especially of small and medium-sized polyps, and the duration of visualization, are increased.[2,38] The primary 3D evaluation is time-consuming because it
must be performed in antegrade and retrograde fashion for the perception of lesions behind haustral folds. Collapsed segments must be evaluated alternatively, by 2D planar images.[2] There are several limitations of the primary 3D evaluation. First, there are blind spots in the colon when 3D endoluminal views are used.[3,51] Several workstations currently have the capacity to display these blind areas to the reviewer after the 3D navigation is performed, which should allow a more complete visualization of the colon when a primary 3D interpretation technique is used. These are virtual dissection, panoramic, unfolded cube projection, and translucency rendering.[2,3,51] A second limitation of 3D endoluminal fly-through imaging is that the centerline cannot be generated when segments of the colon are not well distended. Third, in over-distended segments the centerline may jump to an adjacent distended loop.[3]

In addition to polyp size, segmental location, morphologic type (pedunculated, sessile, or flat), and diagnostic confidence score are recorded for each polyp.[52] For a number of reasons, the presence of diminutive lesions should not be mentioned. Tiny polyps are not clinically relevant, yet mentioning them can cause undue anxiety in patients and referring physicians.[38,52-54] Most diminutive “lesions” detected at CT colonography cannot be found at subsequent CC, representing either false-positive CT colonography findings or false-negative CC findings.[52]

There are three criteria to use with 2D and 3D imaging that help distinguish residual fecal material from polyps. First, the presence of internal gas or areas of high attenuation suggest that a lesion is residual fecal material, since colorectal polyps are homogeneous in attenuation.[3,55,56] The second criterion is morphology. Morphologically, polyps and small cancers have rounded or lobulated smooth borders. Residual fecal material may have a similar morphology. However, if a lesion shows geometric or irregularly angled borders, it almost always represents residual fecal material.[3,50] Mobility of a lesion is the third criterion. Stool tends to move to the dependent surface of the colonic mucosa when a patient is turned from the supine to the prone position.[3,56,57] Polyps maintain their position with respect to the bowel surface (ventral or dorsal) regardless of the patient’s position. However, caution is required since pedunculated polyps and sessile polyps in segments of the colon with a long mesentery appear to be mobile.[3,58]

Computer-aided detection (CAD) systems are software programs that automatically highlight polyp “candidates” and thus support the radiologist by pointing out possible abnormalities that may otherwise have been missed. Based on morphologic and attenuation characteristics, the reader then decides whether the “candidate lesion” is a true- or a false-positive finding. Recent CAD algorithms showed a promising performance, with a reported a CAD sensitivity of 89.3% for adenomas ≥10 mm.[2,59]

5. Findings

One of the most common findings detected with CT colonography is diverticular disease. On 2D CT colonography images (Figure 5A), diverticula appear as air-filled outpouchings of the colonic wall. On the 3D virtual endoscopic images (Figure 5B), the diverticular orifice can be recognized as a complete dark ring.[2,60]

Polyps are the most common benign lesions of the colon. The risk of malignant transformation increases with the size of the polyp. On 2D plane images (Figure 6A and 6C), polyps have homogeneous, soft tissue attenuation. On 3D virtual endoscopic images (Figure 6B and 6D), polypoid lesions present as a sessile or stalked, round, oval, or lobulated
Fig. 5. The appearance of diverticula on (A) the 2D axial CT colonographic image (arrow) and (B) the 3D CT colonographic image (arrowheads).

Fig. 6. (A) The appearance of a stalked polyp of the ascending colon on 2D axial CT colonographic image. (B) Translucency rendering view shows a homogenous red bulging revealing the polyp. (C) The appearance of stalked polyps on 2D coronal CT colonographic image (arrowheads). (D) 3D CT colonographic image shows stalked (arrows) and sessile (arrowheads) polyps.
intraluminal filling defect. Typically, the margin to the normal mucosa is displayed as an incomplete ring shadow.[2,61] Flat polyps are defined as lesions with a height less than 50% of the lesion width. In CT colonography, flat polyps appear as a fairly circumscribed area of mild wall thickening with homogenous soft tissue attenuation. Sometimes a mild nodularity is found on the surface by 3D endoluminal images.[2,62] Lipomas are the most common submucosal lesions in the colon (especially common on the ileocecal valve). On 2D plane images, lipomas are present as homogenous fatty lesions. On 3D virtual endoscopic images, lipomas are present as a sessile or pedunculated polypoid intraluminal filling defect, most often with a smooth surface. In general, small lipomas need no further treatment; only large lipomas require endoscopic resection because they can lead to intusseption.[2,61]

Colorectal cancer is the most common colonic primary tumour. Colorectal cancer (Figure 7) typically shows extensive focal polypoid, asymmetric, or circular wall thickening with short extension (<5cm), especially with shoulder formation.[2,60,63] Pericolonic lymph nodes and distant metastases are signs of progression of the disease and can be evaluated using 2D axial source images and MPR views.[2]

Fig. 7. (A) 2D axial CT colonographic image shows circular wall thickening in the rectum (arrowheads). (B) 3D CT colonographic image shows an irregular, circular, stenotic filling defect.

6. Pitfalls

CT colonography has a number of potential pitfalls. Some pitfalls, such as prominent and complex folds, diverticular fold thickening, and shifting of pedunculated polyps, present more of a problem at 2D evaluation. Other pitfalls, such as annular masses, submucosal or extrinsic lesions, and impacted diverticula, are more an issue at 3D evaluation. With a biphasic interpretive approach, most pitfalls are easily recognized because of the complementary nature of the 2D and 3D displays.[52]
7. Conclusion

CT colonography is highly sensitive for colorectal cancer, especially when both cathartic and tagging agents are combined in the bowel preparation. Given the relatively low prevalence of colorectal cancer, primary CT colonography may be more suitable than CC for initial investigation of suspected colorectal cancer.
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Endoscopic procedures in colon and rectum presents nine chapters which start with introductory ones like screening by colonoscopy as the preparation and monitoring for this exam. In addition to these approaches the book aims in the last four chapters to explain endoscopic diagnostic and therapeutic aspects in the colon and rectum. The description of each text is very comprehensive, instructive and easy to understand and presents the most current practices on the topics described. This book is recommended for general and colorectal surgeons as it presents guidelines for diagnosis and treatment which are very well established.
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